NOTE:
1. CONDUIT SHALL BE 2 1/2" RIGID METAL.
2. MINIMUM HEIGHTS FOR SERVICE CONDUCTORS TO BE
   18 FT. ABOVE ROADWAYS.
   12 FT. ABOVE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY OR DRIVEWAY.
   10 FT. ABOVE ANY PLATFORM, DECK PORCH PATIO OR BALCONY.

WEATHER HEAD WITH ENOUGH WIRE HANGING OUT
TO MAKE CONNECTION W/ 18" DRIP LOOP

GROUNDING ROD & CLAMP
W/ #6 BARE COPPER MINIMUM.
IN PVC CONDUIT

SERVICE MAST W/ CLAMPS 12"
FROM TOP AND BOTTOM AND
SPACED 30" APART

METER BASE
DISCONNECT SWITCH

FINISHED GROUND LINE

18" DRIP LOOP

36'

5'-6"